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Abstract

In this paper, the application of the Explicit Group (EG) methods i.e.
4-Point Explicit Group Accelerated Over-Relaxation (4-EGAOR) will
be investigated. The 4-EGAOR method will be applied sequentially
in solving first order triangle element associated with Galerkin scheme.
Numerical results are included in order to verify the performance of the
method compared with the 4-Point Explicit Successive Over-Relaxation
(4-EGSOR) and 4-Point Explicit Gauss-Seidel (4-EGGS) methods. The
formulation and implementation of the method are also discussed. In
addition, numerical results by solving test problems are included and
compared with the other two EG (4-EGGS and 4-EGSOR) and point
methods (AOR, SOR and Gauss-Seidel (GS)).

Keywords: Explicit Group, AOR method, Galerkin Scheme, Triangle El-
ement

1 Introduction

Consider a two-dimensional poisson equations as follows:
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∂2U

∂x2
+
∂2U

∂y2
= f(x, y), (x, y) ∈ [a, b]× [a, b] (1)

with the Dirichlet boundary conditions

U(x, a) = g1(x), a ≤ x ≤ b, U(x, b) = g2(x), a ≤ x ≤ b,

U(a, y) = g3(y), a ≤ x ≤ b, U(b, y) = g4(x), a ≤ y ≤ b,

whereas, f(x, y) is a given function with sufficient smoothness. Most poisson
solvers developed by researchers need long processing simulation to be solved.
This is due to the complexity of the methods. To overcome this problem,
certain researchers have recommended two common numerical methods such
as mesh-free [9, 16, 17] and mesh-based methods in order to obtain numerical
solutions. For mesh-based methods, there exist several available schemes such
as finite element (FE), finite difference (FD), boundary element, and finite
volume being widely used to construct approximation equations of science and
engineering problems. However, in this paper we proposed 4-EGAOR method
together with Galerkin Residual scheme for solving two-dimensional poisson
equations.

To facilitate in formulating the triangle element approximation equations
for problem (1), our next confab will focus on uniform node points only as
shown in Figure. 1. Based on the Figure. 1, the solution domain, need to be
discretized uniformly in both x and y directions with a mesh size, h which is
defined as

h =
b− a
n

, m = n+ 1, (2)

where n is arbitrary positive integer. Based on Figure. 1, we also need to build
the networks of triangle elements as a guideline in order to derive triangle
element approximation equations for problem (1). The remainder of this paper
is organized in following way. In section 2, the formulation of the triangle
element approximation equation based on the Galerkin scheme is dscribed.
The latter section of this paper will discuss the formulations of the 4-EGAOR,
4-EGSOR and 4-EGGS methods. To point out the effectiveness of the 4-
EGAOR method, some numerical results will be shown in the fourth section.
Finally, Section 5 contains some conclusions and guidelines of the future works.

2 Triangle Element Approximations

In this section, we will discuss triangle element approximation equation based
on the Galerkin scheme to solve two-dimensional Poisson equations. By con-
sidering three node points of type • only, the common approximation of the
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Figure 1: Show the distribution of uniform node points respectively at n = 8.

Figure 2: Show the distribution of uniform node points respectively at n = 8.

function U(x, y), in the form of interpolation function for an arbitrary triangle
element, e is given by [3, 4].

Ũ [e](x, y) = N1(x, y)U1 +N2(x, y)U2 +N3(x, y)U3 (3)

and the shape functions Nk(x, y), k = 1, 2, 3, can generally be shown as

detA = x1(y2 − y3) + x2(y3 − y1) + x3(y1 − y2), (4)

where,a1a2
a3

 =

x2y3 − x3y2x3y1 − x1y3
x1y2 − x2y1

,
b1b2
b3

 =

y2 − y3y3 − y1
y1 − y2

,
c1c2
c3

 =

x3 − x2x1 − x3
x2 − x3

.
Adjacent to this, the first order partial derivatives of the shape functions to-
wards x and y are given respectively as
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∂

∂x

(
Nk(x, y)

)
=

bk
detA

,

∂

∂y

(
Nk(x, y)

)
=

ck
detA

,

 , k = 1, 2, 3. (5)

Figure. 2, shows the definition of the hat function Rr,s(x, y). Based on the
distribution of the hat function, Rr,s(x, y), the approximation of the functions,
U(x, y) and f(x, y) for the solution domain will be well-defined respectively as
[14, 15]

Ũ(x, y) =
m∑
r=0

m∑
s=0

Rr,s(x, y)Ur,s (6)

f̃(x, y) =
m∑
r=0

m∑
s=0

Rr,s(x, y)fr,s (7)

Thus, Eqs. (6) and (7) are approximate solutions for problem (1). By applying
Galerkin scheme, the FE approximation equations for problem (1) can be
formed as ∫∫

D

Ri,j(x, y)Ei,j(x, y) = 0, i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,m (8)

where, E(x, y) = ∂2U
∂x2

+ ∂2U
∂y2
− f(x, y) is a residual function. By applying the

Green theorem, Eq. (6) can be shown in the subsequent form∫
λ

(
−Ri,j(x, y)

∂u

∂y
dx+Ri,j(x, y)

∂u

∂x
dy

)
−
∫ b

a

∫ b

a

(
∂Ri,j(x, y)

∂x

∂u

∂x
+
∂Ri,j(x, y)

∂y

∂u

∂y

)
dxdy = Fi,j (9)

where

−
∑∑

K∗
i,j,r,sUr,s =

∑∑
C∗
i,j,r,sfr,s (10)

where

K∗
i,j,r,s =

∫ b

a

∫ b

a

(
∂Ri,j

∂x

∂Rr,s

∂x

)
dxdy +

∫ b

a

∫ b

a

(
∂Ri,j

∂y

∂Rr,s

∂y

)
dxdy,

C∗
i,j,r,s =

∫ b

a

∫ b

a

(
Ri,j(x, y)Rr,s(x, y)

)
dxdy.
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Figure 3: Computational molecule of the Galerkin Triangle FE scheme.

Actually the linear system in Eq. (10) can be easily expressed in the stencil
form respectively as follows 1

1 −4 1
1

Ui,j =
h2

12

 1 1
1 6 1
1 1

 fi,j (11)

To facilitate us for the implementation of AOR method, illustration of the
stencil forms in Eq. (10) can be visualized via the computational molecule
as shown in Figure 3. Indeed the computational molecule comprises seven
solid node points in formulating their approximation equations. Subsequently
two of its coefficients are zero. This computational molecule for the Galerkin
triangle FE scheme is the similar form as compared to the existing five point
FD method [1, 6, 7, 8, 18].

As explained in the previous section, discretization schemes based on Galerkin
scheme were used to construct an approximation equation of two-dimensional
Poisson equations. Further discussion will be restricted onto 4-EGAOR method.

3 The AOR Method

The subsequent discussion can be found in [2, 5, 12].

3.1 4-EGAOR Method

This method involves a complete group of four points accordingly for generat-
ing systems of linear equations, (4x4). By considering Eq. (10), this method
can be formulated in the following system of linear equations
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4 −1 0 −1
−1 4 −1 0
0 −1 4 −1
−1 0 −1 4




ui,j
ui+1,j

ui,j+1

ui+1,j+1

 =


S1

S2

S3

S4

 (12)

where

S1 = Ui−1,j + Ui,j−1 − Fi,j, S2 = Ui+2,j + Ui+1,j−1 − Fi+1,j,

S3 = Ui−1,j+1 + Ui,j+2 − Fi,j+1, S4 = Ui+2,j+1 + Ui+1,j+2 − Fi+1,j+1,

where

Fi,j =
h2

12
(fi−1,j + fi+1,j + fi,j−1 + fi,j+1 + fi−1,j−1 + fi+1,j+1 + 6fi,j)

for i,j = 1,2,3,...n.

Determining the inverse matrix of the coefficient Eq. (12), the 4-EGGS method
can generally be shown as

ui,j
ui+1,j

ui,j+1

ui+1,j+1


(k+1)

=
1

24


7 2 1 2
2 7 2 1
1 2 7 2
2 1 2 7



S1

S2

S3

S4

 (13)

By adding the weighted parameter, ω into Eq. (13), the 4-EGSOR method can
be simplified as


ui,j
ui+1,j

ui,j+1

ui+1,j+1


(k+1)

=
ω

24


7 2 1 2
2 7 2 1
1 2 7 2
2 1 2 7



S1

S2

S3

S4

+(1− ω)


ui,j
ui+1,j

ui,j+1

ui+1,j+1


(k)

(14)

Now, by applying AOR method [2] into Eq. (14), the 4-EGAOR method can
be written as


Ui,j
Ui+1,j

Ui,j+1

Ui+1,j+1


(k+1)

=
r

24


T1
T2
T3
T4

+
ω

24


7 2 1 2
2 7 2 1
1 2 7 2
2 1 2 7



S1

S2

S3

S4

+(1− ω)


Ui,j
Ui+1,j

Ui,j+1

Ui+1,j+1


(k)

(15)
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where

T1 = U (k+1)
i−1,j

− U (k)
i−1,j

, T2 = U (k+1)
i,j−1

+ U (k)
i−1,j−1

,

T3 = U (k+1)
i−1,j−1

+ U (k)
i−1,j+1

, T4 = U (k+1)
i+1,j−1

+ U (k)
i+1,j−1

,

S1 = Ui−1,j + Ui,j−1 − Fi,j, S2 = Ui+2,j + Ui+1,j−1 − Fi+1,j,

S3 = Ui−1,j+1 + Ui,j+2 − Fi,j+1, S4 = Ui+2,j+1 + Ui+1,j+2 − Fi+1,j+1,

Eq. (15) allows us to iterate throughout of the points, lying on the h-grid.
Again, it can be observed that Eq. (15) involves points of type •. Therefore
the iteration can be carried out autonomously involving only • this type of
point. The algorithm of 4-EGAOR method is display as:

1. Discretize the solution domain into point of types (ie., •) as shown in
Figure 1.

2. Perform iterations (using Eq. (15)) taking the values of r = ω from the
segment [1, 2).

3. Within the interval 0.1 from the value found in the step 2, define the
optimal ω opt with precision 0.01 by choosing consecutive values for
which k is minimal; r is taken the same as ω.

4. Perform experiments using the value of ω opt and choosing consecutive
values of r with precision 0.01 within the interval 0.1 from the ω opt.

5. Define the value r opt for which k is minimal.

6. Display approximate solutions.

4 Numerical Results

In this section, 4-EGAOR method was tested on the following model following
two-dimensional Poisson equation:

∂U

∂x2
+
∂U

∂y2
= −(cos(x+ y) + cos(x− y)) (16)

where its boundary conditions are given as

U(x, 0) = cos x, U
(
x, π

2

)
= 0,

U(0, y) = cos y, U(π, y) = − cos y.
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Table 1: Comparison of a number of iterations, execution time (seconds) and
maximum absolute error for the iterative methods.

n Methods Methods Methods
k

w r w
GS 115954 SOR 1.952 3428 AOR 1.989 1.969 1890

284 4-EGGS 60812 4-EGSOR 1.951 1766 4-EGAOR 1.961 1.972 844
GS 134823 SOR 1.949 4288 AOR 1.989 1.987 1939

308 4-EGGS 70745 4-EGSOR 1.948 2249 4-EGAOR 1.979 1.879 1131
GS 154979 SOR 1.939 5960 AOR 1.986 1.991 2668

332 4-EGGS 81362 4-EGSOR 1.930 3506 4-EGAOR 1.961 1.960 1879
GS 176045 SOR 1.939 6815 AOR 1.987 1.993 3032

356 4-EGGS 92655 4-EGSOR 1.920 4610 4-EGAOR 1.989 1.988 1961
t

GS 267.61 SOR 1.952 11.97 AOR 1.989 1.979 9.43
284 4-EGGS 14.02 4-EGSOR 1.951 6.91 4-EGAOR 1.969 1.972 4.92

GS 366.50 SOR 1.949 17.69 AOR 1.989 1.987 11.75
308 4-EGGS 197.64 4-EGSOR 1.948 10.29 4-EGAOR 1.979 1.879 7.68

GS 490.68 SOR 1.939 28.58 AOR 1.986 1.991 18.84
332 4-EGGS 260.94 4-EGSOR 1.930 16.50 4-EGAOR 1.961 1.960 15.39

GS 638.22 SOR 1.939 37.63 AOR 1.987 1.993 24.70
356 4-EGGS 341.31 4-EGSOR 1.920 24.61 4-EGAOR 1.989 1.988 16.22

Abs. Error
GS 1.0913e−6 SOR 1.952 3.0217e−7 AOR 1.989 1.979 2.8268e−7

284 4-EGGS 5.8423e−7 4-EGSOR 1.951 3.3439e−7 4-EGAOR 1.969 1.972 2.8303e−7
GS 1.1936e−6 SOR 1.949 2.6481e−7 AOR 1.989 1.987 2.4128e−7

308 4-EGGS 7.1419e−7 4-EGSOR 1.948 2.8798e−7 4-EGAOR 1.979 1.879 2.4079e−7
GS 1.3165e−6 SOR 1.939 2.4124e−7 AOR 1.986 1.991 2.0723e−7

332 4-EGGS 7.5902e−7 4-EGSOR 1.930 2.2652e−7 4-EGAOR 1.961 1.960 2.1712e−7
GS 1.4576e−6 SOR 1.939 2.1950e−7 AOR 1.987 1.993 1.8023e−7

356 4-EGGS 8.1613e−7 4-EGSOR 1.920 2.0592e−7 4-EGAOR 1.989 1.988 2.0723e−7

k is the number of iterations, t is the computation time.

Then exact solution of problem (16) is given by

U(x, y) = cos(x) cos(y).

Through the experiments, three parameters were observed, such as the number
of iterations (k), maximum absolute error (Abs. Error) and execution time, t
(in seconds). Six iterative methods such as 4-EGAOR, 4-EGSOR, 4-EGGS,
AOR, SOR and GS methods were tested on several mesh sizes i.e 284, 308,
332 and 356. In the course of implementation the proposed iterative meth-
ods,GS method acts as control method for comparison purpose and the value
of the tolerance error, considered ε = 10−10. The program performed on a
personal PC Intel(R) Core (TM) i7 CPU 860@3.00 Ghz, 6.00 GB RAM. The
operation system used was Windows 7 . Based on the given example, all of
the results of numerical experiments are recorded through the implementation
of six proposed iterative methods in Table 1.
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5 Conclusions

Through the observation in Tables 1, it clearly shows that the 4-EGAOR
method superior as compared to the corresponding 4-EGSOR, 4-EGGS, AOR
and SOR methods. It can be seen that numbers of iterations decreased approx-
imately 98.27–99.89%, 97.38–98.48%, 47.37–47.55% and 96.13–97.04% respec-
tively correspond to 4-EGSOR, 4-EGGS, AOR and SOR methods compared to
GS method. In fact, the execution time against the mesh size for 4-EGAOR
method are much faster about 97.46–98.16%, 96.14–97.42%, 94.76–94.80%,
96.12–96.44% and 94.10–95.49% respectively than GS method.

It also can be concluded that the 4-EGAOR method is far better than
among existing block (4-EGSOR and 4-EGGS) and point (AOR, SOR and GS)
methods. This is due to the acceleration parameters by the AOR method. Be-
side that, approximate solutions for all four point block (4-EGAOR,4-EGSOR
and 4-EGGS) and point (AOR and SOR) methods are also in good agreement
compared to the GS method.

For future works, this study will be continued to investigate on the use
of the 4-EDG method [1, 10, 11] as a smoother with complexity reduction
approach [13] by using FE approximation equations.
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